
OUR COMPANY

www.worldsolve.comSolutions by people. Technology driven.

WorldSolve is an information management consulting firm that enables

businesses to successfully navigate the ever-changing landscape of 

information technology. WorldSolve can help your company align people,

processes, and technology with its business strategies to maximize 

efficiency, competitive advantage, and return on investment. 

WorldSolve's consultants apply extensive experience, proven methodolo-

gies, creative problem solving, and steady resolve to meet the unique

requirements of your business.

Our services, available individually or as a suite of information management

services, encompass three key areas: Operational Optimization, Enterprise

Integration, and Application and Data Solutions. 

superior results, inspired by innovation

It's more important than ever to choose the right services - and people - to

ensure your company's success. Incorporating proven methodologies, we

deliver superior solutions designed to improve performance and add

measurable value for your company. 

At WorldSolve, we recognize that it takes people to realize the potential of

technology. Our people are our assets, and your business is our focus. 

Our passion to help companies harness the power of information drives

our commitment to provide customer-centric solutions that exceed 

expectations. With WorldSolve, your company can take command of 

its technology. 

OPERATIONAL OPTIMIZATION

ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION

APPLICATION AND DATA SOLUTIONS

WorldSolve builds the optimal information 
management framework for your business, to
enable operational excellence, improve perform-
ance, and realize results: 

•Business Strategy and    
Transformation 

•Business Process Analysis 
•Performance Measurement

WorldSolve connects people, processes, and 
technologies across your company and extended
marketplace, ensuring that the right information
gets to the right people in the right places, at the 
right time:

•Enterprise Application Integration 
•Extended Enterprise Integration 
•Workflow Management

WorldSolve creates new applications, extends
existing software, and develops information 
management solutions designed to meet your
company's precise requirements:

•Application Development 
•Packaged Solutions 
•Data Management 

When the three work in harmony and in alignment with your company's strategies, the right results emerge. 

Performance improvements become a reality. Information flows freely, efficiently - and accurately - 

between systems, departments, and throughout your extended marketplace. 

people, process, technology >>

For more information on WorldSolve's suite of information management services, call 202.429.2068, or visit us at www.worldsolve.com.
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